
The Three Best Candlestick Patterns in
Forex Trading

Introduction:
Disclaimer: Forex trading is highly speculative in nature which can mean currency prices may become extremely
volatile. You may sustain a total loss of your funds . Information in this article should not be taken as advice on how

to trade in any market. Forex trading carries a high level of risk and may not be suitable for all investors. Always
consult a financial professional ( advisor, planner ect. ) before making any investment decisions. It is possible that you

will sustain a loss of some or all of your initial investment so never risk capital that you cannot afford to lose. No
representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses. Past performance is not
indicative of future results. Individual results vary and no representation is made that clients will or are likely to

achieve profits or incur losses comparable to those that may be shown. You acknowledge and agree that no promise
or guarantee of success or profitability has been made between you, and The Trading Channel or Steven Hart. 

 

Firstly, It is very important to remember that candlestick patterns are only one part of a trading strategy
and that a trading strategy is only one part of a trading plan. In this summary, you will learn my three
favorite Forex candlestick patterns. These patterns mean very little on their own, but when combined
with other analysis and market conditions, they can integrate really well with a trading strategy. Lets

get started!

Hammer & Shooting star candlestick

The Hammer candle is the bullish form of this pattern. The hammer candle is a bullish indication that a
particular market may be ready for a move higher.



Rules: The hammer candle consists of a long wick on the bottom. This wick indicates buying pressure.
For the hammer candle, I like to see a wick that is 2x as long as the body of the candle and a close that
is in the top 25% of the total candle range from low to high. The candle body can be green or red, but

green is a better indication. Check the illustration for more detail.

How to trade the Hammer candle: This candle is best used when the market has been in a downtrend
after a bearish candle. All candlestick patterns are best used with other market conditions and

indications. Such as, at previous points of support or resistance. Or, only when the RSI indicator is
oversold/overbought and with various other market conditions.

Shooting Star candlestick

The shooting star candle is a bearish candlestick signal. The candle is an indication that a particular
market may be ready for a move lower.

Rules: The shooting star candle consists of a long wick on the top. This wick indicates selling pressure.
For the shooting star candle, I like to see a wick that is 2x as long as the body of the candle and a close
that is in the bottom 25% of the total candle range from high to low. The candle body can be green or

red, red is a better indication. Check the illustration for more detail.

How to trade the shooting star candle: This candlestick pattern is most useful after an uptrend and
following a bullish candle. All candlestick patterns are best used with other market conditions and
indications. Such as, at previous points of support or resistance. Or, only when the RSI indicator is

oversold/overbought and with various other market conditions.

The Doji Candlestick

The doji candle indicates a period of indecision in the market. This candlestick alone has little meaning
and will appear often on any particular market, but when combined with other market conditions or



indicators, it can be a good signal of a breakout brewing. For this candlestick pattern, it is best to wait
for the market to break above the high/low of the doji candle.

Rules: The candle consists of a small body and a wick on both the top and the bottom of the candle.
There are a few different variations of this type of candle. To simplify this, I have created the rule that,
as long as a wick excists on both the top and bottom of the candle and the candle has a small body, then

it qualifies as a doji candlestick pattern.

How to trade the Doji candle: This type of pattern is also useful at the top of an uptrend or the bottom
of a downtrend. The doji can also indicate trend continuation, if it appears after a retracement. My
favorite way to use this candlestick as an entry is to wait for the doji candle and then place an entry
above/below the high/low of the candle by a certain number of pips, or wait for a close above/below

the high/low of the doji candle.

The Engulfing Candlestick

The Engulfing candlestick can indicate a reversal after an up or down trend, or a trend continuation
signal after a pullback/retracement. This candle consists of a Bullish/Bearish candle that completely

engulfs the body of the previous candle. The previous candle must be the opposite color of the
engulfing candle.



Rules: Bullish engulfing – Green (bullish) candle that completely engulfs the body of a previous
smaller red (bearish candle). Bearish engulfing – (illustrated above) Red (bearish candle) that

completely engulfs the body of a previous Green (bullish candle).

How to trade the engulfing candle: The engulfing candle often comes at the top of an uptrend or the
bottom of a downtrend. For this reason, it is a good idea to use this formation after a long trending
period, possibly when the market is in an overbought or oversold condition. For this candlestick

pattern, there are a couple of different way to enter the market. First, you can place an entry at the close
of the engulfing candle, or second, you could wait for the close of the engulfing candle and then wait

for price action to break the low/high of that candle.

Conclusion
As explained in the introduction, remember that these formations mean very little by themselves. They

are best used with other forms of confluence, like market conditions and indicators for best results.
These formations are best used as a part of a rules based strategy and that strategy should be a part of a

full trading plan. I hope this article has brought value to your trading. If you need help creating a
strategy or trading plan then send me an email at steven@thetradingchannel.net and/or visit

www.thetradingchannel.net

Disclaimer:Forex trading is highly speculative in nature which can mean currency prices may become extremely
volatile. You may sustain a total loss of your funds . Information in this article should not be taken as advice on how

to trade in any market. Forex trading carries a high level of risk and may not be suitable for all investors. Always
consult a financial professional ( advisor, planner ect. ) before making any investment decisions. It is possible that you

will sustain a loss of some or all of your initial investment so never risk capital that you cannot afford to lose. No
representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses. Past performance is not
indicative of future results. Individual results vary and no representation is made that clients will or are likely to
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achieve profits or incur losses comparable to those that may be shown. You acknowledge and agree that no promise
or guarantee of success or profitability has been made between you, and The Trading Channel or Steven Hart. 


	

